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WELCOME TO OUR SPRING 
ONLINE CATALOGUE
Dear AAADA supporters,

The first AAADA online catalogue was designed to give our clients a mini 
Melbourne Antique Fair experience, cancelled due to the pandemic.

It was a great success and very well received by existing clients and new clients 
who were delighted to have an opportunity to explore and purchase special 
items in a new format that has become part of our everyday life. Some clients 
were owners of new treasures within 24 hours of the catalogue’s distribution.

Herewith is the ‘Spring’ edition and we are expanding the offering to include 
many more of our AAADA members.  I think this is a very exciting publication with 
an eclectic range of interesting items from all corners of Australia.
This time we are incorporating a number of highlighted items with dealers 
contributing information that we would normally do face to face with clients. We 
hope this will be of interest to you and it shows the considerable knowledge of 
the AAADA members and their willingness to expand on the history and other 
aspects of an item.

Once again, you can be assured of the quality and integrity of items given the 
standard required of Members. I also encourage you to visit our Member’s web 
sites and/or telephone them to ask about any other interesting items they might 
have.  We have listed a Directory of dealer members and approved service 
providers at the back of this publication for your convenience.
I welcome your feedback especially on how we might make this experience of 
greater interest to you.

Best Wishes
ANDREW SIMPSON
President

The Australian Antique & Art Dealers Association
PO Box 294  I    Apollo Bay  VIC  3233
T:  0498 059 661   I   E:  keren@aaada.org.au  I   www.aaada.org.au
Find us on Facebook & Instagram   
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Bust of Minerva, Goddess of Wisdom, Pearlware body, pseudo marble 
painted foot. Attributed to Enoch Wood, English. c. 1790.  (Height 30cm)  
$3,500

Berlin covered Pot pourri vase. Goat’s head handles, hand painted 
floral sprays. Berlin. c. 1840.  (Height 30cm)   $2,800

Alan Landis
Judy Landis 
Shop 6, 
Potts Point Galleries
67 Macleay St
Potts Point NSW 2011
0414 703 759 
alanlandis@gmail.com
www.alanlandisantiques.com

Alan Landis Antiques, established in 1977, is one of Australia’s foremost 
authorities on English Ceramics (1750-1950) and Australian Decorative Arts, 
with expertise in Meissen, Australiana and Judaica.

Alan Landis is a Life Fellow of the Powerhouse Museum, Honorary Curator 
to the National Trust of NSW and advisor to the Historic Houses Trust and 
Australiana Fund. Alan has delivered lectures to the Wedgwood International 
Seminar in the USA and has published numerous original articles for local and 
international magazines. He is an ADFAS lecturer and has organised frequent 
Valuation Days for the National Trust, the Red Cross and the Salvation Army. 
As a registered valuer under the Cultural Gifts Program, Alan has valued 
the contents of Vaucluse House, Elizabeth Bay House, Rouse Hill, and the 
Sydney Town Hall collections. He is a Past President of the Antique Dealers 
Association of NSW, the Wedgwood Society of NSW, Vice-President of the 
Ceramic Collectors Society, as well as a past committee member of the 
Australiana Society.

Alan Landis Antiques
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“Frogmore House”, Ridgway Porcelain, hand painted and gilt. 
Completed in 1684, former residence of The Duke and Duchess of 
Sussex. English. c. 1825. (H22 x W29cm) $1,500

Gilt Metal Sealing Wax Case, Hand Chased, inset with Agate at  
both ends. English. c. 1720. (Length 12cm)  $2,200

Eric Ravilious Designs for Wedgwood, Garden and Travel Pattern covered Tureens and Persephone Pattern Platter, all dated 1954.   
Tureens (L) $1500, (R) $1200 & platter $450
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Victorian natural pearl and diamond brooch.   
English. c.1890. (H3.8cm x W4cm)  $9,000

Anne Schofield Antiques
Anne Schofield
36 Queen Street
Woollahra NSW 2025
02 9363 1326
asantiques@bigpond.com
info@anneschofieldantiques.com
www:anneschofieldantiques.com

This year we are excited to be celebrating the 50th anniversary of Anne Schofield 
Antiques. In 1970 we opened the first specialist antique jewellery shop in Australia 
on Queen Street Woollahra, an elegant tree lined boulevard which has become one 
of the finest shopping precincts in Sydney.

Member of the AAADA
Member of the Society of Jewellery Historians (SJH)
Life Fellow of the Powerhouse Museum Sydney 
Approved Valuer of the Australian Government’s Cultural Gifts Programme
Author (with Kevin Fahy) of AUSTRALIAN JEWELLERY, 19th and early 20th Century. 

Specialising in 18th, 19th & early 20th century fine quality jewellery, including
Australian jewellery.

Anne Schofield Antiques

Art Deco carved Chinese amber and black and white enamel earrings.   
Lausanne, Switzerland. c. 1930. (H7.5cm x W1.5cm)  $18,000

Victorian gold garnet set ear pendants  English. c. 1870. 
(H7cm x W2cm)  $8,000
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Edwardian opal and diamond heart pendant. English. c. 1910.   
(H2.5cm x W1.5cm)  $7,500

Arts & Crafts sapphire and diamond ring by Sibyl Dunlop.   
English. c. 1925.  (1.5cm x 1.5cm. Ring size L)   $14,000

Victorian gold bangle  
with three scallop shell 
lockets opening to reveal 
photos. English. c. 1880.   
(H2.5cm x D6cm)  $18,000
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18ct emerald & diamond cocktail ring
This fine quality 7.12 carat emerald of Zambian origin measures an 
estimated 13.24mm x 10.72mm x 6.65mm, is bluish-green in colour, 
medium tone. It is flanked by 6 round cut brilliant diamonds totalling a 
half carat, G/H colour & VS2 – SI1 Clarity. The band is polished, a rose/
yellowish gold colour, low half round & upswept to a basket under rail.
Total item weight is 7.65grams.  c. 1990  $8,990

Australian goldfields brooch/pendant 
19ct Yellow Gold original Australian goldfields colonial brooch featuring 
one emerald doublet, 0.4 carats, of bluish green tone which centres a 
garland of ovoid foliate design with scrolling accents.
The central foliate opens to reveal a Photo Locket Compartment with 
a secondary compartment to the rear. The brooch measures 33mm x 
31mm and has a small ring to enable wearing as a pendant. The Item 
dates to the late 1800’s, of Australian origin typical of the Goldfields 
Colonial Era. c. 1880  $3,690 

Since 2004 Leigh has been sourcing beautiful Georgian, Victorian, 
Edwardian, Art Deco & Collectable Jewellery from all over the world.  
Regular trips abroad to London, Paris, Dublin, New York, Istanbul have 
resulted in being able to find those unique, enticing and very individual 
bespoke pieces that have been much appreciated by clients for their 
individuality & provenance. Pieces indeed that buyers will treasure for life. 
 
In the past few years high quality modern jewellery has been added to the 
fine collection, meeting now the requirements of clients seeking either 
genuine antique pieces or the latest, most modern bespoke items.
Exquisite diamond jewellery either antique or modern is always commented 
favourably upon & is complemented by all other precious gemstones in a 
wide variety of interesting styles. One can find in the collection earrings, 
rings, necklaces & pendants, enhancers, bracelets, bangles, fobs & 
brooches.  Indeed something for everyone!

 

PROFILE
 Image provided

Antique & Unique Jewels
Leigh & Brian Enever
By Appointment only
VIC
0419 149 743
l.se@bigpond.com
antiqueanduniquejewels.com
Antique & bespoke jewellery.
Showing at antique fairs only.

Leigh & Brian Enever
0419 149 743
l.se@bigpond.com
www.antiqueanduniquejewels.com
 
By appointment only

Private Showings as  
requested in private homes

Antique Unique &  
Modern Jewels
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Antique turquoise & pearl brooch
The Centrepiece of this stunning 9ct yellow gold brooch is a 15.39ct 
Turquoise, 17.42mm x 12.88mm x 6.23mm of mid blue colour, surface 
even, oval cabochon cut, multi claw set. As well there are 21 near round 
pearls, white with pink/gold overtones. The brooch measures 50mm X 
22mm & has a C clasp closure.  c. 1900  $2,650  

French Art Deco 18ct Ring
A stunning example from the Art Deco period this beautiful ring 
bearing French Essay marks has a total diamond weight of over  
1 Carat. It has 7 old European cut diamonds embellished with  
8 round single cut diamond. All diamonds are Bead set;  
Colour from G to J & Clarity SI1 - I1.
The Ring is 18ct white gold and finger size P/Q   $4,650

Victorian diamond & pearl hinged bangle
This 19ct (XRF tested) Rose & Yellow Gold Bangle from the mid to late Victorian period features a centre high level Cultured Pearl,
which is a very suitable substitute for the original Diamond that would have been the centrepiece. The Pearl is white in colour, button style in 
shape, 3.9mm in diameter with very good lustre.  There are 22 Seed Pearls, white in colour, excellent lustre, round in shape, 2.1mm diameter, set in 
an attractive pattern around the larger Pearl complemented by 2 old mine cut diamonds, 0.06 carats, G/H colour & SI clarity.
The bangle has an inside Diameter 57mm and is 20.86grams in weight. c. 1870   $2,790
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THE COLLECTING OF BABY TEETH

Over the last twenty years I have been putting together a collection of baby 
teeth jewellery. Folklore allows for a child when losing the tooth that it will be left 
under the pillow before they go to sleep, the Tooth Fairy will find this treasure 
and in exchange leave a small monetary gift. 

JOHN HAWKINS

The first Baby tooth mounted for Queen Victoria and  
her husband Prince Albert. 

Removed by Prince Albert in 1847 at Ardverikie while  
on a stalking holiday in Scotland, before the family 
acquisition of Balmoral. The tooth of their eldest  
daughter Victoria the Princess Royal, then aged 7.  
Commissioned by Prince Albert as a gift for Queen Victoria.  
Photo copyright The Royal Collection.
This is the earliest known example, of a mounted British 
baby tooth, the mount probably designed by Prince Albert 
using a Scottish thistle. Queen Victoria was the first Royal 
Tooth Fairy, employing the Crown Jewellers R & S Garrard, to 
mount her last daughter’s teeth, wearing them as a token of 
her affection on her birthday. 

1. 

2.  Two baby teeth set in gold between seven 
diamonds; the possible age of the child when the 
teeth were lost, circa 1910.

Rings are less common than brooches and are 
rarely diamond set. I am interested in acquiring any 
important example in this a most interesting and 
unusual collecting field.
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THE COLLECTING OF BABY TEETH

A fine floral sprig possibly a flowering 
hawthorn by a French jeweler in its original 
case showing that the fashion commenced 
by Queen Victoria had crossed the Channel. 
Bordeaux, Servan Joailler, circa 1900. The 
Hawthorn is a tree of magical enchantment 
the white flowers signify; love, conception, 
and childbirth. 

A suite of gold and enamel baby teeth set as  
the flowers to a fuchsia. Commissioned by 
Queen Victoria. 

The pendant is enamelled “Our Baby’s first 
tooth” for Princess Beatrice (1857-1944) her 
ninth and last child.  Mounted after the death of 
Prince Albert the teeth were collected by the 
Queen from under the pillow in 1867.  
Photo copyright The Royal Collection. 
I have managed to acquire twenty-six jewels set 
with baby teeth, to include earrings brooches 
rings and pendants. The most popular pattern for 
brooches would appear to be Lilly of the Valley 
the flower of the month of May. In 1819, Louise 
Cortambert, under the pseudonym Madame 
Charlotte de la Tour, published the first dictionary 
of floral meanings, entitled Le Language des 
Fleurs, translated into English in 1820. I illustrate 
two superb English examples from my collection 
of baby teeth Lily of the Valley brooches which 
in the language of flowers is the flower of good 
luck, often given in bunches to friends and 
family on the first day of May or carried by brides 
such as Grace Kelly and Jackie Kennedy at their 
respective weddings.

3. 

4. A fine gold mounted English baby 
tooth Lily of the Valley Brooch 
circa 1875.

A silver gilt spray of Lily of the Valley the 
flowers the child’s first teeth possibly the 
mother had to pay, so economy was the 
order of the day and the local village jeweler 
Mr Sutton obliged. English circa 1880.
 

5. 

6. 
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White Craquelé Cat 
A white craquelé ceramic cat was designed by Charles 
Lemenceau for Saint Clément Factory, where he worked in 
the latter half of the 1920s. From 1925-1930 Saint Clément 
produced decorative objects (animals) in craquelé 
earthenware. Hallmarked on base Saint Clément made in 
France.  c.1925 - 1930.  (H29cm x W6cm)   $2,725

Ann Christensen
Jennifer Murrowood
P O Box 467
Kew VIC 3101 
0407 880 554 
info@chineurantiques.com.au
www.chineurantiques.com.au

Contact by email or telephone 

Follow us on Instagram:  
chineur_antiques.

Specialising in Charles Schneider glass, sewing & knitting implements, 
craquelle, Royal Copenhagen Porcelain & curiosities. 

Chineur Antiques

An Apothecary Box
An English apothecary box made from mahogany with brass keyhole escutcheon 
and flush fitting drawer handle. The interior of the box is lined with red felt and 
houses eight glass jars with glass stoppers and labels from Godfrey and Cooke 
Chemists. On the front edge of the open box is a brass retaining pin that holds 
the drawer secure, removing the pin enables the drawer to be open to reveal 
a measuring beaker, scales and weights. The box has a lock with a key.  United 
Kingdom.  c. 1860.  (H17 x W22 x D9.5cm)  $1,970
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Silhouettes
Two silhouettes, one by John Field (1772-1848) and 
the other by John Miers (1758-1821). John Miers was 
considered to be one of the finest 18th-century silhouette 
artists, whilst John Field was a master of gilding, producing 
finely detailed work on paper, ivory and plaster. John Field 
began his career as an assistant to John Miers.
1.   A silhouette on plaster with gilding of a lady wearing a 

dress with a ruff collar fill-in, her hair upswept with a 
bandeau tied in a bow at the front by John Field.  United 
Kingdom.  c. 1800-1815.   (H15.7 x W10cm)   $1,415.00

2.   A silhouette painted on the plaster of a gentleman in a 
pigtail wig wearing a frilled chemise by John Miers. It is 
housed in an original pressed brass frame backed with 
the artist’s Leeds trade label.  United Kingdom.   
c. 1790-1800.        (H12 x W10cm).  $1,255

 Le Verre Français ‘Myrtilles’ Vase
In the foreground is a Le Verre Français vase of mottled 
shades of blue glass overlaid with deeper blue with an 
acid-etched pattern of Myrtilles (blueberries). Created by 
Charles Schneider for his Le Verre Français line. Signed 
Charder and Le Verre Français.  France.  c. 1927-1928   
(H13 x W14cm)    $1,995

Wooden Knitting Needle Sheaths  
Knitting needle sheaths were a device, traditionally carved from wood, to aid 
knitting. The importance of the sheaths cannot be underestimated, not only 
were they used to mend and darn socks, gloves, hats and wool items but to 
supplement their incomes by making and selling socks.
1.     An unusual chip-carved knitting needle sheath with a cross and the initials 

IHS and IC on the shaft.  United Kingdom.  c. 1780-1800 (L19 x W3.5cm)     
$850

2.     A two sticks chain Knitting Needle sheath is incorporating balls in delicately 
carved cages. One stick terminates in the carved head of a bird, the other, 
with a needle hole, is naively carved with a bird beneath a heart, the bird 
being repeated on another face.  United Kingdom. c.1850-1880  (L40.5cm)   
$1,030

3.     An apron knitting needle sheath with an unusual step to the hook tip. There 
is a diagonal slot where the apron strings would hold the sheath in place, 
inscribed MAUD on the reverse.  United Kingdom.  c. 1850-1880 
(L19.5cm x W1.5cm)  $455

4.     A knitting needle sheath with a caged ball and inlaid with a heart on one face 
and a diamond and a circle on the others. United Kingdom.  c. 1850-1880.   
(L21cm x W1.8cm) $625
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Margaret Preston (1875 - 1963)
Mosman Bridge N.S.W., c. 1927
Woodcut print on laid paper, 
coloured by hand, signed and titled 
in pencil.
$35,000

Specialising in rare books, maps & globes, historical ephemera, 
photographs, Australian art and antique children’s games. Every month we 
publish a new email catalogue - sign up via our website. Member of the major 
international associations in our trade.

Douglas Stewart
720 High Street
Armadale VIC 3143 
03 9066 0200 
info@douglasstewart.com.au
www.douglasstewart.com.au

Open: Monday to Friday 
10am to 6pm,
Saturday 10am to 4pm
Closed public holidays

Douglas Stewart 
Fine Books
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Raymond McGrath (1903 - 1977)
Illustration to Erinore, c. 1921
Watercolour on paper, 200 x 290 mm, signed   
$2,850 

Ray Bret-Koch (1902-1996)
Design for the cover of Vogue Paris, 1935
Gouache on card, 340 x 260 mm, signed.
$5,000 

Harold Gaze (1884-1963)
Winged fairy with bubbles, 1929
Watercolour and pen on card, 340 x 248 mm, signed   
$6,600 

André-Edouard Marty (1882-1974)
‘Golfeuse sous la pluie’, 1920
Watercolour and ink on paper, 275 x 195 mm, signed.
$4,500  
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Nice antique bamboo root face carving. Unsigned. Nice dark 
patina. Depicts a man’s face with bamboo roots as his hair. 
Chinese origin.  c. 1920’s.   (H460 x  D140mm approx.)   $485 

We (Kevin and Linda) have operated Grange Antiques in Tasmania for  
30 years focusing on the motto “Furniture for Life”. Look forward to meeting 
you sometime soon.

Australian furniture & pottery; Australiana; decorative objects; 18th & 19th 
century furniture; maritime; oak furniture; Scrimshaw; taxidermy; treen; 
walking canes

Kevin Dahya
95 Gilbert Street
Latrobe TAS 7307 
0417 282 720 
kevindahya@gmail.com
Find us on Facebook & Instagram

Open: Thursdays and Fridays

A miniature Single ended Day Bed of mahogany timber. The item has been 
constructed as per normal room size proportions. It is highly likely it would 
have been constructed by an apprentice. Original upholstery (Artist Mannequin 
not included).  English. c. 1850 (H230 x W350 x D150mm)  $2,800 

Grange Antiques

A wonderful Australian Cedar cutlery tray with 
shaped sides and ends. The handle decorated 
with a rolling pin design. An attractive country 
design c. 1850   (H175 x W410 x  D200mm) 
$1,850
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A larger than life Blackwood Carving of a Jester 
by Otto Bettmann Melbourne. 

Following study at the Imperial School of Art in 
Munich, Otto Bettmann migrated to Australia in 
1890. Along with other German-born craftsmen 
working in Melbourne at this time, such as Robert 
Prenzel, Frances Striezel and Otto Waschatz, 
Bettman made an impact on local architecture and 
interior design in the late nineteenth century.
He is listed in Melbourne directories of the 1890s 
and early twentieth century as a carver and turner 
of ivory, wood, pearl, amber and emu eggs. In 1906 
Bettmann became a registered teacher in German 
language, at which time it appears he abandoned 
his career as a carver.
A few of his carvings are in the collection at  
the NGV. For the short period that he operated  
I assume there wouldn’t be too many examples  
of his work. c. 1900.
(H750mm x D350mm approx.)  
$24,000
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[NEW GUINEA] MIKLOUHO-MACLAY, Nicholas (1846-1888). Portrait of Koapena, 
Chief of the Aroma district, New Guinea…Sydney, 1885; pen and brown ink and 
pencil with coloured chalk; 34cm x 25 cm, mounted and framed.
A superb portrait by the Russian scientist and artist Miklouho-Maclay, depicting the 
striking New Guinean man Koapena (or “Quapena”), a chief in the region of Hood 
Lagoon, south-east of Port Moresby extensively inscribed to Sir James Erskine 
Commodore of the Australia Station, and presented to him after his return from Port 
Moresby and the Hood Lagoon in November 1884, where he had proclaimed the 
British Protectorate, one of the most momentous events in the history of the close 
relationship between New Guinea and Australia.   
http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504713  $115,000

Hordern House, founded by Anne McCormick and Derek McDonnell is an 
internationally renowned bookshop, specialising in rare books, manuscripts 
and paintings. Included in our extensive stock of rare and select material is 
our specialization in voyages and travels (with special interest in the Pacific 
& Australia), natural history and colour-plate material, paintings and voyage 
art, historical maps and manuscripts.
For any enquiries please contact:
Anne McCormick anne@hordern.com +61 416 299 021
Derek McDonnell derek@hordern.com +61 416 299 022

Hordern House Rare Books, 
Manuscripts & Paintings

CAMDEN, William.
Britannia…London, John Nichols, for T. Payne and 
Son… and G.G.J. and J. Robinson, 1789.
A glorious copy of this great book, in a superb binding, 
perhaps by Kalthoeber and certainly in his style and 
similar to many bindings done for William Beckford 
at Fonthill. This is one of the last early editions of 
Camden’s great work, which was the first survey of 
Great Britain county by county and the first study 
of Roman Britain as perceived in the landscape of 
16th-century Britain.   http://www.hordern.com/details.
php?record=4505176   $9,850

Hordern House 
Level 2, 255 Riley Street
SURRY HILLS
SYDNEY NSW 2010
02 9356 4411
books@hordern.com  

Open by appointment: 
you are welcome to phone 
or email us to make a 
time to come by

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504713
http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4505176
http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4505176
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FLINDERS, Matthew. A Voyage to Terra Australis…London, W. Bulmer and Co., 1814.
Flinders’ classic account, one of the greatest of all classics of Australian exploration and discovery with plates by Westall and Bauer; the atlas in 
the preferred and rare largest format allowing the Bauer plates to be bound in unfolded.   http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504258                              
$84,000

ASHWORTH, Edward (English architect, 1814-1896). 
Original watercolour 370 x 274 mm captioned: “Chinese Street 
in Macao”. Macau, probably mid-1844. An important original and 
atmospheric watercolour, recently rediscovered, depicting a street 
of Chinese shops in Macau seen by Ashworth during his time visiting 
European enclaves on the South China coast in the mid-1840s. The 
image would subsequently be lithographed by Day & Sons as an 
illustration for Ashworth’s essay ‘Chinese Architecture’ (1851).  
http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4505126  $6,000

SWIFT, Jonathan. Travels into Several Remote Nations of the World…  
By Lemuel Gulliver… London, Benjamin Motte, at the Middle-Temple-Gate in 
Fleet-street, [28 October] 1726. 
The true first edition of Gulliver’s Travels; first edition, first issue (Teerink “A”), 
with the portrait in second state as is more usual. This is a fine copy in a 19th-
century polished calf gilt binding by Francis Bedford. One of the greatest of all 
works of English (and travel) literature. From its first publication the success of 
Gulliver was immediate and sustained, its influence enormous. 
http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4505165   $87,500

http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4504258
http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4505126
http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4505165
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Afshar, Southern Persia, c. 1890
Woollen warp, weft and knots (L2.50 x W1.49 m)  $8,800

Ushak, Turkey, c. 1890 Woollen warp, weft and knots
Provenance: Lady Fairfax Estate (L3.30 x W2.40 m)   $14,000

Ian Perryman 
Belinda Perryman 

Antique Gallery
100 Queen Street, Woollahra NSW
02 9327 3910
Open: Monday to Friday  
10am to 5pm,
Saturday 10am to 4pm

By Design Gallery
88 Queen Street, Woollahra NSW
02 8021 9415
Open: Monday to Friday  
10am to 5pm,
Saturday 10am to 4pm

Antique and decorative rugs, carpets, textiles and tapestries. 
Celebrating 30 years in business 
Expert restoration and cleaning
Government Approved Valuer under the Cultural Gifts Programme.

I. & B. Perryman  
Oriental Carpets
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Senneh Kilim, North-West Persia, c. 1890
Woollen warp and weft
(L1.43 x W1.21 m)    $8,800

Tekke Ensi, Turkmenistan, c. 1900
Woollen warp, weft and knots
(L1.50 x W1.24 m)    $2,500

Afshar, Southern Persia, c. 1890
Woollen warp, weft and knots (L2.50 x W1.49 m)  $8,800

Ersari, Northern 
Afghanistan, c. 1880
Woollen warp,  
weft and knots
(L2.85 x W2.54 m)    
$11,000
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John Hawkins
‘Bentley’
Mole Creek Road
Chudleigh TAS 7304
00419 985 965 
jhawkins@acenet.com.au
www.jbhawkinsantiques.com

By appointment only

Fine English furniture, clocks, English and Australian silver, works of art and 
treen. Established in Australia in 1967.

J. B. Hawkins Antiques

A rare French cast silver 
armorial, Badger Bristle 
Snuffing Brush, to clear 
the remnants from ones 
clothing or face c. 1820 
$1,350

The crest of an English family in fire gilded and burnished bronze, 
superbly chased by Elkingtons of Birmingham and set on a Cornish 
serpentine plinth for use as a paperweight, 
c. 1865   $1,800

Irish semi fossil Bog Oak jewel depicting the harp of Brian Boroimhe 
High King of Ireland a treasure in the collection of Trinity College, 
Dublin. Probably by West of Dublin c. 1855   $1,500
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A superb Art Deco gentleman’s dress watch in black and white enamel probably exhibited at the Art Deco Paris Exhibition of 1925. French.   
$65,000

A possibly unique group of 
five silver, parcel gilt Snuff 
Shovels, with ivory handles. 
English c. 1760 and a rare 
Scrimshanders Snuff Spoon 
in the form of a Highlander 
c. 1800   $4,250
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Gert Sellheim (Aust., 1901-1970).  
Corroboree. Australia, 1935. Colour lithograph,
signed in image lower left, (100.4 x 62.4cm).  
Pinholes to repaired corners, repaired slight
tears, creases and minor soiling. Linen-backed    $9,900

Text includes “Australian National Travel Association...F.W. Niven Pty Ltd, Melb.”
Held in NGA; and Museum of Applied Arts & Sciences with the comment
“Gert Sellheim was one of the earliest designers commissioned by the Australian 
National Travel Association (ANTA) to produce designs for Australian travel 
posters. Established in 1929, ANTA aspired to attract overseas visitors to Australia 
by displaying artist designed posters in its London, San Francisco and Bombay 
offices(directed at the British serving in India)…‘Corroboree Australia’ illustrates 
the designer Gert Sellheim’s strikingly modernist incorporation, and early 
reference to the art and culture of Aboriginal Australia as a significant aspect of 
Australian culture and identity.” Ref CL189/50

Clive Wallis (Aust., 1909-1983). Drama, c1940s.
Etching, titled in plate lower centre, editioned 1/50, 
annotated “3rd state” and signed in pencil in lower margin, 
(21.6 x 33cm). Minor foxing overall, pinholes to margins. 
Provenance: Clive Wallis estate in 1988. CL160/130   $2,500

Clive Wallis was by all accounts a private man. He studied 
at Julian Ashton’s Sydney Art School where he was most 
likely taught etching by Sydney Long. Some of his bookplate 
designs were published, yet he was not known to have 
exhibited any work. His erotic art seems to have been a 
private project, as these etching plates were discovered 
after his death in the eaves of a large 19th century house in 
Hunters Hill where he lived with his brother.

Josef and Jeanne Lebovic
103a Anzac Parade, 
Kensington, NSW
Postal: PO Box 93, 
Kensington NSW 2033 
+61 2 9663 4848
0411 755 887 
josef@joseflebovicgallery.com  
www.joseflebovicgallery.com 

Open: Wednesday to Saturday 
by chance or by appointment

Celebrating 43 Years • Established 1977 
Australian and international original prints and drawings from old master to 
20th century, vintage photography from 1850’s to 21st century. Australian 
posters and printed ephemera. 

Member: AA&ADA • A&NZAAB • IVPDA (USA) • AIPAD (USA) • IFPDA (USA)

Josef Lebovic Gallery
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Jeff Carter (Aust., 1928-2010). Byron Bay [NSW], 1965.
Vintage silver gelatin photograph, photographer’s copyright label, titled, dated and signed in pencil verso, (19.7 x 30.2cm). Some surface 
irregularity due to developing process in image lower left, minor stains and chips to margins. Ref CL164/40   $5,500

Jessie Traill (Aust., 1881-1967). [Hillside Grazing], 1933.  
Watercolour with pastel, signed and dated in pastel lower right, (28.1 x 
39cm). Repaired tears and minor discolouration to edges, surface loss 
verso. A cancelled watercolour annotated “Victoria” appears verso. 
Ref CL154/155   $3,500

Garry Shead (Aust., b.1942). Bedroom At Arles, 1990. 
Colour screen-print, titled in image lower centre, initialled in ink 
on image lower right, editioned 29/50, signed and dated in pencil 
in lower margin, (48.4 x 58.8cm). Minor foxing to lower portion of 
image and to margins. Published by Garry Shead and Josef Lebovic 
Gallery for the Yellow House exhibition held in 1990. CL160/107   
$1,850
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Recently in Hobart appeared the scrapbook album 

of Robin Lloyd Hood (1828 - 1916)  lithographer & 

framer of Elizabeth St Hobart, which is here offered 

for sale via the AAADA Spring flipbook catalogue.  

To the inside of the marbled cover is the signature  

of Robin L Hood. It came with the family of 

Tasmanian Colonial artist,  Louisa Anne Meredith. 

Inside are thirty six  double sided leaves, the whole 

is 31cm x 46cm x 6cm 

Now scrapbooks, albums, decoupage pictures, declomania 
balls, trompe l’oeil paintings et al were all the rage  -  not just 
in 19th century Hobart, but the whole of the Victorian Empire. 
They are not rare, and in their day, common pursuits, usually 
of young women. Spurred on by the plethora of printed 
magazines, broadsides, subscription Art Union and lottery 
prints, plus advances in printmaking and colouring. All leads 
back to the printer’s art. Which is why this particular album 
has perhaps a little more to say than most. It was owned, 
(and most likely assembled) by the son of the leading 
Tasmanian Colonial period printer, framer & lithographer, 
during Tasmania’s golden artistic age. 

Which is also a  little odd. Boys tended not to do these 
things. The assembled range of chopped up fun within it is,  
more mannish than most. Capturing the zeitgeist of the early 
nineteenth century and Colonial Hobart, it contains ruined 
old master prints, first edition views of the Battles of the Nile 
& Trafalgar, a portrait in mezzotint of Wellington, watercolour 
‘sublime’ views of Italy and Switzerland, Mandarins & their 
Concubines in gouache & luxurious Victorian canines in 
copper plate. There are tinted up fighting French Generals 
leaping out of corners, ancient English oaks trimmed to the 
leaf and the funeral barge of Napoleon cruising through to 
the end. Interestingly, it contains no photography.

By comparison, let us look to  the Allport Library and 
Museum of Fine Arts in Hobart. The Allport contains the 
artistic wealth of three generations of the Allport family, 
bequeathed to, and now on display within its own galleries 
within the State Library of Tasmania. It has a collection of albums 
and scrapbooks.  The most well known  is the Book of Fish, 
compiled by convict artist, William Buelow Gould. Others include  
albums of artists John Glover, Morton Allport, Louisa Anne 
Meredith, Francis Russell Nixon, and of course, photography.

Even lesser known and just as magical, is The Book of 
Treasures, compiled by Colonial artist and miniature painter, 
Mary Morton Allport (1806-1895). Mary Morton Allport’s 
album contains many of her most beautiful and homespun 
watercolours –of the native flora, her house,  the work of 
her son Gordon ( died aged  five), her pioneering attempts 
at etching, engraving and lithography, and the works of 
her friends, their homes and  pencil sketches of everyday 
Hobart. It has the muscle co-ordination of a middle class 

COLONIAL SCRAPBOOKS
WARWICK OAKMAN
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Victorian lady. Perfectly preserved, neat, grandly bound and 
rarely opened.  By comparison, Robin Lloyd Hood’s album is 
far less earnest, not at all interested in hearth and home, with 
plenty of evidence of having been opened, often. 

So who was Robin Lloyd Hood, and where does he fit within 
the artistic world of Tasmania in the 19th century? 

Robin Lloyd Hood was born in Duke St, St James, Picadilly, 
London on Michaelmas Day, September 29th, 1828. He  arrived 
in Hobart at the age of 5 on board the Warrior on 27th June  
1833, with his father Robin Vaughan Hood, his mother Sarah 
(nee Lloyd)and his 14 year old step brother, Richard Lloyd. 
His father was a Freeman of the City of London & gave his 
profession as carpenter, which  soon changed to carver, gilder 
and frame maker. The family’s first known address is at 1 Murray 
St (‘near St David’s Church’), thence to a ‘weatherboarded 
house’ in New Town Road, which was destroyed by fire in 1840. 

The family built a shop and residence at 34 Liverpool St, 
Hobart in 1841, named Somerset House, after the home and 
exhibiting rooms  in London, of the  Royal Academy of Arts. 
A client of the Hood family, working at the time of the then 
17 year old Robin Lloyd Hood, in nearby Campbell St was 
the studio of  Colonial portrait artist, Thomas Bock. Bock 
frequently used Hood’s frames in both native timbers and gilt. 
Next door  were the cabinet making  workshops of James 
Whitesides, round the corner in Elizabeth St were those of  
JW Woolley and James McGlouglin. All these cabinetmakers  
had  arrived within a year of the Hoods, as free settlers / 
artistic craftspersons. In 1845 the visiting artist John Skinner 
Prout organized a loan exhibition of old master and locally 
produced works at the Legislative Council Chambers. The 
following year, the Hood family built a gallery adjacent to their 
Liverpool St premises, The second Hobarton Art Exhibition 
opened there on 24 May 1846. The room survives today. 

From thereafter, Robin Hood’s Somerset House Gallery became 
the centre of the fine arts in Hobart, exhibiting the works of 
John Glover and convict artists Thomas Bock,  William Beulow 
Gould and TG Wainewright. Upon the departure of Skinner Prout 
from Hobart in 1848, the Somerset House Gallery purchased 
his lithographic and printing equipment, advertising soon after 
their ability to produce artist’s works to order. The first of these 
productions were the now very rare set of four South Sea whaling 
prints, produced for artist William Duke, printed by Robin Hood at 

Somerset House in 1848.  Warwick Oakman Antiques sold these 
to the National Gallery of Australia in 2010. 

In 1851, with Robin Lloyd Hood’s father, Robin Vaughan 
Hood retired from the business, advertising  it was to be 
handed over to the then 23 year old son. Robin Lloyd Hood. 
and the owner of this album, maintained the Somerset House 
rooms:  printing, framing and exhibiting with his step brother. 
In the “Art Treasures Exhibition” of 1863 The Hobart Mercury 
reported on a painting exhibited by Morton Allport. The 
paper stated that ... “The frame of this picture, consisting of 
a wreath of scrolls and flowers, designed and executed by 
Mr R.L. Hood, is deserving of commendation as a work of 
considerable taste and skill.”  The Somerset House Gallery 
moved to fashionable Elizabeth St in 1865.  Despite working 
considerably with the leading artists in Colonial  Hobart, there 
is little evidence that Robin Lloyd Hood or his father, Robin 
Vaughan Hood, produced artworks in their own right. The 
small group of neo classical and sublime watercolours within 
this album may be their work, or of a local client. Nonetheless, 
Robin Lloyd Hood, and his father, and their Somerset House 
Gallery were an integral part of the artistic life of Colonial Hobart. 

Robin Lloyd Hood became a Grand Master of the Hobart 
Lodge and an Officer of the Defence Forces. He died in Bathurst 
St Hobart in 1916, his obituary stating “His reminiscences of 
the early days of the State were most entertaining, dating back 
80 years”. This joyful little album would have seen much at the 
centre of artistic circles during those early years.    $2,750

References
•  Kerr., Dr Joan. (Ed)., The Dictionary of Australian Artists, Painters, 

Sketcher and Engravers to 1870. Oxford University Press 1992.   
p. 371 - 372
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Grace Cossington Smith (1892 - 1984) Portrait in the Room, 1961
oil on board, signed and dated lower right, (34 x 22cm)
Provenance: Barsby Auctions, Sydney, 18/08/2018, Lot No. 364
Private collection, Sydney   $32,000

Grace Cossington Smith (1892 - 1984) Roses, 1953
oil on card, signed and dated lower left, (25.5 x 20cm)
Provenance: Private collection, Sydney; thence by descent;
Private collection, Sydney   $38,000

Justin Miller 
10A Royston Street 
Paddington NSW 2021 
02 9331 7777 
info@justinmillerart.com
justinmiller.art

Open: Tuesday to Friday  
10am to 5pm, 
Weekends 11am to 5pm

Justin Miller Art is one of Australia’s most trusted art advisors. He negotiates 
for a number of the nation’s most important private and corporate collectors, 
advising on the purchase and sale of 19th and 20th century Australian, 
European, American and Asian paintings, drawings and sculptures. His 
Roylston Street, Paddington gallery in Sydney is a dynamic space for 
the presentation of major works by the most sought after Australian and 
international artists.

With over twenty-five years experience in the fine art auction industry, 
eleven of which was spent at Sotheby’s Australia as Chairman from 1999 to 
2010, Justin has been instrumental in the sale of many of Australia’s most 
iconic artworks. Through his frequent and wide ranging travels to major 
international auctions, fairs and events, Justin has developed a network, 
second to none, of the art world’s most dynamic dealers, curators, collectors 
and enthusiasts.
Specialties: Fine Art: (Australian, International, European, Contemporary) 

Justin Miller Art

mailto:info@justinmillerart.com
http://www.justinmillerart.com
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Roy de Maistre (1894 - 1968)
Lady Ashbourne Sketching 
(Compiegne), c. 1932
oil on canvas. Signed ‘de 
Maistre’ lower right,  
(50 x 60cm)
Provenance: Private 
collection, Brisbane.
Exhibited: Joseph Brown 
Gallery, Melbourne, 1972, 
cat. 27 (as ‘On the River at
Compiegne’) ‘The Private 
Collection in Brisbane,’ 
Brisbane City Hall Art Gallery 
and Museum, Brisbane, 
June 1990   $85,000

John Nash CBE RA (1893 - 1977) Autumn Flowers, c. 1933
oil on board,(53.5 x 38cm). Provenance: Robert Chapman esquire, 
Debdnen Manor, Debden, Saffron Walden Essex, United Kingdom
Private collection, Sydney. Exhibited: New Grafton Gallery, London 1987
Browse and Darby Gallery, London 2015   $16,500

Cressida Campbell (b. 1960) View through a Window, 1982, signed 
and dated ‘Cressida Campbell ‘82’ lower right, (55.5 x 38cm). Exhibited: 
Paintings and Drawings, Hogarth Galleries, Sydney, 21 March - 30 April 
1983. Provenance: Important Australian Art, Sotheby’s Australia, Sydney, 
20 Nov 2019, lot 5; Private Collection, Sydney  $22,000
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Japanese Negoro style lacquer tea cabinet (cha dana) for the  
storage and display of tea utensils from a temple. Edo period 18th 
century.   (H99 x W90 x D30cm)   $3,950

Japanese lacquer trays from the Edo period (c.1800). Each tray 
features a different botanical design in delicate gold maki e. Sold 
individually. (34cm diameter)   $500 each

Robert Joyce 
Jo Maindonald 
450 Malvern Road 
Prahran VIC 3181 
03 9510 2528 
03 9525 0863  
info@kazari.com.au 
www.kazari.com.au

Since 1978 Kazari has been importing fine Japanese and Chinese 
antique furniture, Japanese fine art and prints as well as bronze, 
ceramics, lacquer, religious sculpture, folk art and ethnographic objects 
from S. E Asia and Africa. 

Architectural; Art; Asian Art; Boxes; Ceramics; Costumes & Clothes; 
Decorative Objects; Furniture, Post 20th Century; Garden Ornaments; 
Japanese; Objets d’Art; Textiles

Kazari Collector

Rare and substantial Japanese 
bronze mizu-bachi, water bowl 
with fine verdigre patina. Late Edo 
period. c. 1850.  (H41cm x D55cm)  
$2,800

mailto:info@kazari.com.au
http://www.kazari.com.au
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A pair of six panel Chinese subject Japanese screens of a temple landscape. Applied ink colour on a gold leaf background. 
The temple hierarchy receiving entertainers including a Portuguese with an instrument carried over his shoulder. Fully 
remounted. Early Edo period, 17th century. Sold individually.  (H166 x W358cm)   $35,000 each
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Art nouveau period Kralik ‘diaspora’ vase c. 1900  
Bohemia (H37cm)  $3,285 

Regency period brass inlaid rosewood secretaire chiffonier.  British.   
c. 1820.  (H156 x W121.5 x D53cm)  $11,985  

18th, 19th & 20th century British & Continental furniture; Australian Colonial 
furniture. Bronzes, glass and porcelain. Pictures to 1950. Selected vintage and 
old carpets and textiles.

Mark Howard
Leslie Lauder
185 Campbell Street 
Hobart TAS 7000 
03 6289 6946
0412 095 110
enquiries@lauderandhoward.com.au
www.lauderandhoward.com.au
Find us on Facebook & Instagram

Open: Wednesday to Saturday  
10am to 5pm, Sunday 1pm to 5pm 

Lauder & Howard Antiques  
& Fine Art
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 ‘The Persian Boy’ oil on board 1961 by Elaine Haxton. 
Australian. (H61 x W45.5cm)  $11,985

‘Wildflowers’ gouache dated 1959 by Judy Cassab.  Australian.  
(H50 x W39cm)    $4,850  

Two George III elbow chairs.  British.  c. 1780(i) Wheelback pattern. (H90 x W60 x D53cms)  $5,850;  
(ii) Oval back (H93.5 x  W59 x D70cm)  $4,985
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John Ford Paterson 1851 – 1912, Rickett’s Point 1908, oil on canvas. (71 x 144 cm)  $185,000

Lauraine Diggins Fine Art
5 Malakoff Street
North Caulfield VIC 3161 
03 9509 9855 
ausart@diggins.com.au
www.diggins.com.au

Open: Tuesday to Friday  
10am to 6pm,
or by appointment

Specialists in Australian Colonial, Impressionist, Modern, Contemporary
and Indigenous Painting, Sculpture and Decorative Arts and sourcing
major European artworks upon request.

Lauraine Diggins Fine Art

Stephen Bowers 1952 – 
Camouflage Series (Serving 
Plate) Yellow Tailed Black 
Cockatoo 2016, Jigger-jolley, 
earthenware, underglaze colour, 
on-glaze burnished gold and 
enamel. (Diameter 36 cm)  
$5,450

mailto:ausart@diggins.com.au
http://www.diggins.com.au/
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Yvonne Audette 1930 –, Cantata Giubilante 2014, oil on plywood. (92 x 122 cm)  $48,000

Bessie Ellen Davidson 1879 - 1965, Still Life with Pears, oil on 
canvas board.  (52 x 45 cm)   $85,000

Yanggarriny Wunungmurra 1932 – 2003,  
Gangan, earth pigments on  
termite-hollowed stringybark trunk.  
(280 x 17 cm)   $17,500
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English Mahogany Cellarette c. 1820 
The sarcophagus Cellarette in the manner of George Oakley 
with a shaped top with fine knulling turnings to boarder, 
ebonized mouldings the shaped sides with a fantastic well 
carved lion mask handle in solid mahogany.  Fine nulled 
turnings to base finished with fine ebonized mouldings 
throughout and the most wonderful carved lion paw feet 
on original concealed castors to complete such a clean and 
original design. The Cellarette contains its original lead liner 
and lock. Very clean and original object, the design and 
execution of the details relate to similar designs known by the 
famous English cabinet maker George Oakley.  c. 1820.
(H550 x W670 x D520 mm)  $5,750

Lee Hardcastle 
PO Box 231 
Botany NSW 1455 
0410 612 319
leehardcastleantiques@ gmail.com 

Open: By appointment only      

Lee Hardcastle Antiques

Pair of French Mahogany Directoire Period Fauteuils firmly attributed to 
Jacob Freres. The scroll shaped back the uprights with typical shell motif to 
each arm terminating with fantastic well carved and bold Lion head detail. The  
taper legs terminating in well carved paw feet. Fine examples, the Jacob Freres 
most famous client was Josephine, wife of Napoleon Bonaparte, she used them 
to decorate various imperial residences, such as the Tuileries palace and she 
remained a loyal client until her death.
c. 1796. (H950 x W690 x D750mm)   $22,000

Lee Hardcastle has a strong passion for the finer details in antiques and 
their design, his interest in the antiques world started almost 35 years ago 
from Northern England where he originally hails. Lee developed an excellent 
grounding in the Antique world through researching, trading and working 
at antique fairs frequented by an industry established group of peers who 
possessed an excellent antiques pedigree. Having worked across an extremely 
broad range of antique pieces, it became apparent quickly that Lee’s greatest 
interest was in the higher end stylish furniture market, Lee quickly built a 
strong reputation for holding higher calibre stock that he traded and exhibited 
throughout this market.
 
Lee’s specialities include English furniture, Natural History, Asian Art, unusual 
objects for the real and avid antique collector

mailto:leehardcastleantiques@gmail.com
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A Mon Dvaravati style standing Bronze Buddha of pleasing proportions 
Northern Thailand Chiang Mai . 10th /12th century  (Height 535 cm)
Dvaravati kingdom of central Thailand. Buddhist art flourished under 
the Mon-speaking rulers who dominated the region during the sixth 
to thirteenth centuries before they succumbed to Burmese and later 
to Thai powers. Draped around the Buddha’s slim torso is a diaphanous 
robe, in vitarka mudra pose The figure represents the First Sermon at 
Sarnath, a key event in the life of the Buddha Shakyamuni. A very pleasing 
patination and nice size showing excellent patination to the Bronze 
surfaces traces of old Laquer and gilt, a wonderful feel to the Bronze 
surfaces.  Purchased from a truly extensive Private family collection 
Chiang Mai, Northern Thailand  $22,750

Chinese export Chinoiserie Lacquer card Table, Canton.  
c. 1815. Surface condition showing excellent colour and condition 
and a rare design showing  evident use of English furniture designs 
of the period  c. 1815. (H790 x W800 x D400 mm)  $8,275

Khmer Angkor Wat stone carving of Vishnu riding Garuda  
12th century Cambodia  (H400 x  W220  x  D600 mm) 
Ex private collection Kon Kean Thailand  $14,750
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There are those pieces so striking 
and rare that they’re more than merely 
furniture…beautiful in form, exquisite in 
detail, a true work of art. 

Displayed in the Harrods London Exhibition of 2014, 
and featured in ‘European Furniture of the 19th 
Century’ as an exceptional example of its kind by 
Christopher Payne, this outstanding quality 19th 
century English Freestanding Marquetry Bureau de 
Dame is one such example. 

This ebonised and tulipwood bureau of complex 
form is profusely inlaid in the form of flowers, leaves 
and scrolls. The marquetry and ormolu fall opens to 
reveal a leathered writing surface and fitted writing 
compartment housing three shaped inlaid and cross-
banded serpentine drawers below a shelf. A pair of 
hidden marquetry slides open to reveal two polished 
mahogany writing compartments, all supported on 
four cross-banded cabriole legs embellished with 
original pierced ormolu mounts. 

This piece is dated c. 1860. 

In many ways the piece has all the hallmarks and style 
of a French piece but in fact, the bureau is of English 
construction evidenced by the fine mahogany draw 
linings and other internal elements.

The bureau is freestanding with marquetry to all four 
sides and as such designed to sit in the centre of a 
room so it can be observed from all angles.  

$38,400

FURNITURE OR ART?
JESSICA WALLROCK
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FURNITURE OR ART?
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A GOLD FEDERATION WATCH  
AND ASSOCIATED CHAIN

The Federation of the Australian Colonies 
gave rise to much patriotic celebrations.
In addition to public events across the 
nation, the composing of special music, 
the writing of poems and plays and other 
creative activities added to the festivities. 
We also saw the creation of a specific 
genre of jewellery; “Federation Jewellery”.

Not only were Australian gold and 
silversmiths busy creating much sought 
after items but also overseas craftsmen 
were capitalising on the demand for these 
patriotic pieces of jewellery.

Unfortunately, many pieces of this 
uniquely Australian jewellery were melted 
down during difficult economic times.

                                                                                             

                    

This beautifully crafted 18ct gold ladies pocket watch 
is indeed a special item.

Hand engraved, the obverse carries one of the more 
popular early Coats of Arms of Australia. This style 
consists of an early ‘rising sun’ emblem similar to 
the ‘rising sun’ emblem first used by the Australian 
Military Forces in 1902 in the Boer War. The shield of 
four quarters shows a sailing ship, hanging sheep’s 
carcass, sheaf of wheat and a bull. Apart from the 
wheat, these are the same symbols found on the Coat 
of Arms of the City of Melbourne. The Manufacturing 
Jewellers’ Association of Victoria (Formed in 1889) 
also used these symbols to identify the local gold 
standard. The sheaf of wheat for 9 carat, sheep’s 
carcass for 15 carat and sailing ship for 18 carat.

Below the shield is a ribbon upon which is engraved 
“ADVANCE AUSTRALIA”. As with our current Coat of 
Arms, there is a kangaroo and emu as supporters.

The face of the watch is also crafted in 18ct gold 
and upon a circle in the centre, in black enamel is 
printed “THE AUSTRALIAN REGISTERED”. The only 
marks inside the case lid is ‘18K’ stamped, and ‘The 
Australian’ engraved in script. The reverse cover is 
profusely engraved by hand.

There is no indication that this watch was crafted 
overseas and therefore the notion that it was crafted 
in Australia could be entertained. There is one other 
known example in a private collection, in Sydney.

The watch has its key and is housed in the original 
box of the purveyor; J.M.Wendt of Adelaide (Est 1854) 
and is in excellent working order.
The watch comes with an associated rare, 9 carat 
gold Guard chain by J.M.Wendt and carries the 
maker’s mark.

TREVOR HANCOCK
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A GOLD FEDERATION WATCH  
AND ASSOCIATED CHAIN
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Ceramics specialists ‘from Neolithic to Nouveau’, including fine English, French 
and German porcelain from the 18th and 19th century.  
Also a large stock of fine 18th and 19th century furniture, glass, silver, Old 
Sheffield plate, pewter, prints and paintings, textiles and unusual items.  
shipwreck ceramics. 
Antiquities from Ancient Greece, Rome, Egypt.  
Fossils and natural history.  
Over 7,000 items in stock, on show in our historic 2 floor property in Geelong.  

Established 1958. 
Member of the Dealers Association since 1959.

Paul Rosenberg
16 - 18 Ryrie Street
Geelong VIC 3220 
03 5229 2970 
queries@moorabool.com
www.moorabool.com

Open: Weekdays 10am to 5pm, 
Saturday 10am to 4pm,  
Sunday CLOSED
Follow us on  
Facebook & Instagram

Moorabool Antique Galleries

A rare Saint Cloud salt, painted in 
underglaze blue with lambrequin borders, 
a ‘Sun face’ mark beneath.  Small rim chip 
restored.  c. 1700-1710.         
(H4cm x W7.8cm)  $4,400 
Saint Cloud trembleuse cup & saucer, 
the very thickly potted body with high relief 
ribbing, painted to the rim with a labrequin 
ban in underglaze blue, with unusual mark  
‹N’, French. c. 1725.   (Saucer 12.5cm wide, 
cup 6.5cm high)    $3,800
Saint Cloud toiletries jar (Pot á fard) 
painted in underglaze blue with a wide 
lambrequin border, unusually marked in 
underglaze blue with a ‘J,’ c. 1735 
Provenance: the Gardiner collection, 
Toronto. (H6 cm)   $1,450

Staffordshire Porcelain ‘Four Seasons’ 
set, attributed to Lloyd of Shelton, 
Shelton. English. c. 1830.     
(17.5cm high)  $1,450
Remarkable pair of English porcelain 
Swan inkwells, the ‘Royal’ form with gilt 
crown and chain around their necks, their 
upraised wings shielding a square opening 
to an ink chamber, maker unknown. 
English. c. 1830.  Restorations & wear to 
gold.   (12cm high)   $595
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19th century Meissen cabinet plate with pierced rim, the well with deep blue ground 
reserving a finely painted ‘Watteau’ scene, the whole with rich gilding.  Crossed swords mark.  
German. c. 1880.  (25cm)  $2,250 
Pair of 19th century Meissen sweetmeat figures, modelled as a reclining lady & gent with 
oval bowls, on rococo scroll bases, decorated in naturalistic colours.  Crossed swords mark, 
small restorations including a finger and a toe. German.  c. 1880  (18 x 11cm x 13cm high)   
$1,450

Rare Davenport covered bowl & stand, well 
painted with four ornithological birds including 
(lid) ‘Lapwing’ & ‘The Ruff’, (body) ‘Green Finch’ & 
‘Virginian Nightingale’, each identified beneath in 
red capital script.  Minor wear to rim.   Unmarked, 
c. 1810   $1,450
In ‘Davenport’ by Godden & Locket, a similar 
example is described as ‘Very Rare’. Examples 
were probably once a single ‘Bird Service’. Directly 
relating to the ‘Black Swan’ Davenport plate in the 
Geelong Art Gallery, which is the earliest depiction 
of an Australian animal on British ceramics. The 
images copied from Harrison’s “The Naturalist’s 
Pocket Magazine” of the late 18th century. 

South Staffordshire Enamel bodkin case, with unusual combined flask concealed beneath a thimble, Rococo landscape panels.   
Very minor flaws.  English. c. 1770.  (13.6cm)  $2,900
Chelsea porcelain perfume bottle, with children building a ‘house of cards’, a silver scroll stopper to the neck. Ex-Blohm Collection, NY.   
English. c. 1760   (7.5cm) $9,700
St James (‘Girl-in-the-Swing’) fob seal mount, two kissing birds, inscribed ‘IMITONS LES’.     
English. c. 1755.  (2.5cm)  $980
South Staffordshire Enamel ‘pastille’ box in the form of a bird, along with a small egg ‘patch box’ screwing open to reveal a mirror.   
Attributed to Bilston.  English. c. 1780. (Bird 7cm wide; Egg 2.6cm)   $2,200
Large South Staffordshire Enamel casket, with remarkable Rococo scenic panels of classical deities including Mars, Venus, Urania & Apollo.  
Some small areas of restoration. English. c. 1765. (19x11cm, 6.5cm high)   $3,200
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Essex Crystal Stage Coach Ring 18K Yellow Gold.  c. 1880.  
Rock crystal intaglio, Painted Decoration, 18K yellow gold.  
The face of the ring itself measures 1” long is 7/8” wide and 
rises around 5/16” high off the finger when worn (25 x 22.5 
x 8.5mm) Ring Size: L ½ UK/AU, 6 US   $28,600 

Late Art Deco Aquamarine Diamond Earrings. c. 1940.  14K gold, diamonds, 
aquamarines.  Each pretty earring measures 15/16” long by 13/16” wide (24 x 
21mm). The elegant curves and set diamonds give these a pretty look despite their 
statement dramatic proportions. Carat Weight Total of fine natural aquamarines and 
diamonds: 13.06 cttw   $20,000 

Alexandra Montrose
0499 330 920
admin@ophirjewels.com
aaada.org.au/members/?id=506

Open: By appointment only

We are established antique jewellery, fine antique and antiquities dealers in  
Australia with premises in the heart of Sydney’s luxury retail district. 
Not only dealers, we are also qualified professional gemmologists, diamond 
technologists, jewellery historians and registered specialist appraisers and valuers 
with decades of experience, and our own gem testing laboratory.
Naturally, we are members of the premier national and international professional  
and industry bodies.
All of which makes our shop the only kind of shop collectors and serious buyers 
should consider. Our decades of experience as antique jewellery, antique and 
antiquities dealers, professional gemmologists, diamond graders and specialist 
appraisers means we have the specialized knowledge, professional qualifications, 
technical skills, industry affiliations and lab facilities to fully understand, evaluate 
and test every piece we sell. Meaning our customers don’t have to worry about 
being sold modern reproductions, fake diamonds, synthetic gems, glass filled 
rubies or plated base metals.
We advise collectors, antique dealers, auction houses, insurers and jewellers. We 
are involved in the management and development of significant private collections 
of antiques, antiquities and jewels including important Jades and Asian antiques. 
Our pieces range from Ancient to 20th century Modernist and have been selected 
for beauty, authenticity, inspiration and craftsmanship.
We only sell authentic antique and estate jewellery and objects.  
We do not sell reproduction or modern ‘period style’ jewellery or objects.  
Currently, many fine antique and ancient jade items are available for purchase  
as is an extensive collection of exquisite natural rubies!

Ophir Jewels

-  Members of the Confédération Internationale 
des Négociants en Oeuvres d’Art CINOA

-  Members of the Australian Antique and Art 
Dealers Association AA&ADA

- Members of the National Council of Jewellery 
Valuers NCJV

-  Members and Fellows of the Gemmological 
Association of Australia GAA

-  Members of the Society of Jewellery Historians
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Imperial Jadeite Jade Art Deco 18K White Gold, Diamonds & Jade Brooch. c. 1940.   
2 1/2” wide by 1 1/4” tall (64mm x 32mm). Carat weight set jade and diamonds: 17.2 cttw.   $86,000 

Mid Century Unheated Handmade Ruby and Diamond Line Bracelet 
14K Gold. c. 1970.                  
14K white and yellow gold, diamonds, no heat rubies.  The bracelet 
measures approximately 6 15/16” long by 5/16” wide (176.0 x 7.8mm). 
Carat Weight Rubies and Diamonds: 8.85 cttw   $36,800 

Ancient Song Dynasty White Nephrite Jade Monkey.  c. 1000AD 
Hand carved untreated nephrite jade.  
This cute little monkey measures approximately 2 1/8” long by 1” wide  
by 3/4” deep (54 x 26 x 19mm)  $18,000 
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John Walter Sampson. Ramu Valley, PNG, WWII, 1943 
Watercolour.  (12 x 17cm). Initialed lower right.  Along with 3 other 
related PNG watercolours by the same artist   $4,450 (4)
Little is known at this stage of this obviously highly skilled artist who 
fought with the Australian forces in WWII. Gunner J W Sampson served in 
the 6BT 2 Australian Field Regiment and all these works were painted in 
the PNG theatre in 1943/44 and are important as depictions of first hand 
experiences. A letter to the reverse of one of the watercolours was sent 
to the artist’s sister asking her to keep them as an aid for his memory 
on his return. Other watercolours include: Airstrip Nadzb; Mt Bagana, 
Bouganville; Native and village PNG. Historically important and rare.

Peter Walker
101 Walkerville Terrace 
Walkerville SA 5081 
08 8344 4607 
0418 552 548 
info@peterwalker.com.au
www.peterwalker.com.au

Specialises in the sale of early Australian paintings and items of historical 
interest as well as contemporary art. Clients include major regional and state 
galleries, libraries and private collectors from around Australia and overseas. 

Helpmann Academy, Chair  
National Museum of Australia, Council member
Approved Valuer Australian Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

Peter Walker Fine Art

Oliffe Richmond (Australian 1919-1977) Lizard Man, 1962 
Bronze. (34 cm).  Initialed to base and numbered 3/6 
 Prov.: Initially purchased by Mr Epstien of Puerto Rico and then by 
descent until 2019.   $14,500 
  
 Oliffe Richmond was one  of Australia’s truly International artist 
who was at the centre of the sculptural art world in the late 
1950 and early 1960’s England, with friends and associates 
including Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth . 
Extensive provenance available including extracts from original 
handwritten studio notes and photographs. This is from the 
original small edition done in the artist’s lifetime with good original 
patination, and not a later “variation”.

mailto:info@peterwalker.com.au
http://www.peterwalker.com.au
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Mortimer Menpes (Aust 1855-1938).  A Ruined Palace, India 
Oil on board.  (11.5 x 17 cm)  Signed Illustrated: Menpes, India, 1905    $9,500 

A very rare Australian silver brooch depicting an Australian 
Christmas Beetle (Anoplognathus) by Frederick Basse of 
Adelaide, South Australia, c. 1890. 
Silver body with real Christmas Beetle wings and eyes of rubies. 
BASSE mark to base.  (Length 40mm)    $2,750

A rare Regency pagoda shaped tortoiseshell tea caddy with silver 
hardware and stringing. In very good original condition with a wonderful 
mellow colour and the interior retaining its two original lids. English. c. 1830 
 $2,450 
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Rutherford has over sixty years of experience in fine antique jewellery and 
silver, earning them a reputation for one of the best ranges of unique and 
beautiful Victorian, Edwardian, Art Deco & Retro jewellery in Australia. 

As well as their jewellery, their flagship store on Collins Street showcases an 
extensive collection of 18th, 19th & 20th century English silver. Three doors 
away, their Pearl shop carries the beautiful Australian South Sea pearls as 
well as black and gold South Sea pearls from select farms all over the world. 

Visit rutherford.com.au to view over 2,000 pieces or visit one of their four 
stores across Melbourne.

An 18ct yellow gold Art Nouveau bracelet with floral patterned links and 
concealed clasp and safety chain, weighing approximately 33.7 grams.   
c. 1910. (Tongue hallmarked 18k). (Approximately L 19.4 x  W 1.1cm)  
European   $5,800

A 14ct white gold Art Deco ring with an Old European Cut diamond 
weighing 2.07ct in a pierced square box mount to marquise cut diamond 
set shoulders and a knife edged band. c. 1920. (Diamond accompanied 
by GIA certificate). (Approximately L 0.8 x W 0.8cm). Probably American    
$28,500

Wesley Rutherford
Rutherford Jewellery
182 Collins Street, Melbourne
03 9650 7878 
info@rutherford.com.au 
Rutherford Pearls
174 Collins Street, Melbourne, 
03 9650 6277
pearls@rutherford.com.au 
Rutherford Camberwell
797 Burke Road, Camberwell
03 9882 4686
camberwell@rutherford.com.au 
Rutherford in the Block Arcade
Block Arcade, Shop 17,  
282 Collins St, Melbourne
03 9650 4888
theblockarcade@rutherford.com.au

www.rutherford.com.au 
Refer to our website 
for trading hours

Rutherford
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A pair of old cut diamond cluster earrings in 18ct yellow gold with 
total estimated diamond weight of 5.87ct; each earring with a large old 
cut diamond surrounded by smaller old cuts in a layered and scalloped 
setting with continental clip fasteners. C. 1900. (Lever backs hallmarked 
750). With original box from Central Suiza SA, Av Pts Del Angel 23 of 
Barcelona, Spain. Each cluster approximately 13mm in dimeter. (Top of 
hook to base of earring approximately 17mm). European   $38,500

A platinum Art Deco plaque ring with an old cut diamond, of 
estimated weight 1.36ct, to the centre of a polished, cushion-shaped, 
black onyx with diamond detail and engraving to the four sides and 
the shoulders. c.1920.  (Plaque measures approximately 15 x 15mm).  
Probably American  $18,500

An Art Deco plaque ring in 
platinum with two pear cut 
diamonds and a transition cut 
diamond set lengthways to a 
finely pierced and diamond 
set surround and engraved 
shoulders; the diamonds 
weighing an estimated 3.15ct in 
total. c. 1920. (Approximately  
L 12.6 x W 12.6mm).   
Probably American  $27,500
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Simpson’s Antiques

A New Zealand carved Kauri Gum life-size Head 
of a Maori, with painted face and Tā moko c.1900 
(H.35cm)  $3,900

An early colonial Australian cedar fold-over Card Table featuring a 
framed panel of Huon pine in the skirt, Tasmanian origin, 19th century 
patina, c.1845   (H76 x W92 x D45cm)  $5,800

Andrew Simpson
PO Box 643 
Woollahra NSW 1350 
0404 051 999
simpson@casuarinapress.com.au
www.australianantiques.com.au

By appointment only

Andrew Simpson established Simpson’s Antiques in 1978, in Queen Street Woollahra, 
and was one of the first antique dealers to specialise in 19th century Australian cedar 
furniture. He is currently the country’s foremost dealer in early colonial furniture, 
consulting on, Australian Colonial Furniture and Decorative Arts for collecting 
institutions and private clients nationally. Andrew Simpson was instrumental in the 
formation of the Australiana Society, a forum for collectors and enthusiasts alike. 
Andrew was a co-author of Australian Art Pottery 1900-1950 (2004) and Nineteenth 
Century Australian Furniture (1985) and Australian Furniture Pictorial History and 
Dictionary 1788-1938 (1998) the latter two have become the standard references on 
the early history of furniture making in this country. Simpson’s Antiques has supplied 
items to the following cultural institutions: ACT Museums and Galleries, Canberra; Art 
Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide; Historic Houses Trust of NSW, Sydney; Mitchell 
Library (SLNSW), Sydney; National Gallery of Australia, Canberra; National Museum 
of Australia, Canberra; National Portrait Gallery, Canberra; National Trust of Australia 
(NSW); Powerhouse Museum, Sydney; Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane; State 
Library of Queensland, Brisbane; Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, Hobart; The 
Australiana Fund, Canberra and Sydney.
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Carte de Visite photograph of a Queensland Aboriginal 
youth in original frame,  inscribed verso “Native of Marybro’ 
Queensland”, with photographer’s imprint, ‘George McClelland 
/ Kent Street / Maryborough’ c.1877 (H10 x W5.5cm)  $750

An early colonial Tasmanian Musk and Australian cedar Sewing Box, 
the interior later lined with newspaper c.1859 19th century patina, 
c.1845 (H12.0 x W34.0 x D25cm)   $1,950

An early colonial Australian cedar, 
Huon pine and musk Chiffonier 
with a scallop-shaped gallery 
to the single shelf, the back 
and cupboard doors featuring 
panels of Huon pine. The single 
drawer is veneered with musk. 
Tasmanian origin c.1845   
(H140 x W107 x D54cm)  $7,500
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French mantel clock in the form of a bowling ball with silver 
plated mounts. The rare patented eight day movement wound 
by rotating the outer knurled bezel, the hands set by lightly 
depressing the glass and rotating to set the time. France c. 1890. 
(H200mm)   $1850

Kingwood and tulipwood banded aneroid barometer with fine ormolu 
mounts. The superbly executed segmented porcelain enamelled dial 
signed F. Lasagne, Paris. France c. 1880. (H740mm)  $4500

English and French clocks with an emphasis on skeleton clocks and clocks with 
unusual mechanical movements. Barometers, telescopes and nautical items. 
Our separate business HOROLOGICAL WORKSHOPS, located within our building 
offers a complete restoration service for all types of antique clocks, barometers, 
music boxes and scientific instruments. Case work a speciality. All work comes 
with a four year guarantee and a pick up and return of all restoration work is 
included in our service. 

We are located close to the junction of Burke & Toorak Roads, Hawthorn East.

Christopher Snook
Jenny Snook
1 Canterbury Place
Hawthorn East VIC 3123
0412 363 176 Chris
0412 100 409 Jenny
snookantiques@bigpond.com
www.snookantiques.com.au

Snook & Company 
Antique Dealers
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Satinwood Pembroke table with butterfly folding top and well 
preserved painted and inlaid decoration single bowed fronted drawer 
with matching dummy drawer to the reverse. Fine condition. England  
c. 1890. (H760 x W1000mm open)   $4250

Mahogany secretaire chest with a well laid out and extensive interior 
including many concealed drawers and hidden compartments. The 
drawers inlaid with ebony stringing and still retaining the original brass 
plates and locks. England c. 1820. (H1100 x W1150 x D560mm)  $3750

Satinwood framed double cane sided sofa with fine central painted panel and decoration to the frame. Fine condition. England c. 1900.  
(W. 440cm)   $7500
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OPALS IN EUROPE AND AUSTRALIA

I recently acquired a striking carved opal 
ring. Depicting Nike, the goddess of 
Victory in Greek mythology, it has been 
attributed to the celebrated German gem 
carver Wilhelm Schmidt (1845-1938) and 
dated circa 1880.

Although I was aware that opals were first 
discovered among relics in a cave in Ethiopia and 
were also known in Roman times (their name 
stems from a Sanskrit word for jewel), many 
people believe the opal to be a uniquely Australian 
gemstone. After all, Australia produces some 
ninety-seven per cent of the world supply. First 
discovered in 1849 at  White Cliffs in New South 
Wales, it is now mined all over the country, with 
notable fields in Andamooka and Coober Pedy in 
South Australia, at Boulder in Queensland and, 
perhaps the best known, Lightning Ridge in north 
western New South Wales, famous for the dramatic 
black opal, ablaze with a rainbow of colour.
But Europe had something of a head start in opal 

ANNE SCHOFIELD
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OPALS IN EUROPE AND AUSTRALIA

production. Commercial mines operated in Cervenica-
Dubnik in Hungary, now Slovakia, for centuries and 
most of the opals used in antique jewellery, including 
the wonderful ones used so cleverly in Lalique’s 
jewels, were found there, but from the beginning 
of the 20th century competition from the Australian 
stones was too stiff and the European mines are no 
longer in operation.

The superstition that opals are bringers of bad luck 
derives from an obscure historical novel, Anne of 
Geierstein by Sir Walter Scott in which the Baroness 
Arnheim wears an opal necklace with supernatural 
powers. When a drop of holy water falls on it the 
Baroness dies. After the publication of the novel 

in 1829, sales of opals plummeted by fifty per cent 
and were not revived until Queen Victoria began to 
favour them and, given the extraordinary length of 
her reign, clearly survived the supposed curse.

On her first visit to Australia in 1954, Queen Victoria’s 
great granddaughter, Queen Elizabeth II was 
presented with the Andamooka Opal, a splendid 
stone of two hundred and three carats, set in a 
diamond necklace. A gift from the people of South 
Australia, it was seen for the first (and last!) time at 
an evening concert on Adelaide Oval. Perhaps Her 
Majesty was somewhat daunted by the sheer size of 
the stone, roughly that of the saucer of a demi-tasse 
coffee cup. 
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A George III sterling silver basket in 
oval shape with straight gadroon mounts, 
reeded swing handle, and full family arms. 
In the centre of the basket is a crest 
featuring “Try & Tryste” for the Clark family. 
Made by Thomas Robins of London in 1806. 
There are a crisp set of hallmarks to the 
foot-rim.  (H26 x W34 x D25cm)    $6900

Pair of Florentine finish 18kt 
yellow gold ear clips by 
Milanese jeweller, Gianmaria 
Buccellati, c. 1970.  Modelled 
as folded flower petals they 
are signed to the rear. (3.5cm 
length tip to tip)   $6000

A pair of fine retail galleries showcasing quality furniture, silverware, art 
glass, Asian and African art and 20th century decorative arts. Specialising in 
fine cocktail jewellery and jewels ranging from the Georgian period through 
to current day. Purveyors of Tiffany Studios and rare Tiffany and Company 
decorative arts and jewellery. Christopher Hughes

Andrew Butterfield
38 Charlotte Street
Brisbane QLD 4000 
07 3012 8771 
info@theantiqueguild.com.au
www.theantiqueguild.com.au

Open: Monday to Friday  
10am to 6pm,
Saturday 10am to 4pm

The Antique Guild
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An exceptional Louis XVI mahogany commode with parquetry 
kingwood, ebony stringing, ormolu mounts and drawer pulls. 
Dating to France c. 1780 with an unidentified makers mark to the 
rear.   (H80 x W91 x D48cm)  $4900

A diminutive four-piece Tiffany & Company ‘bachelor’ tea service in sterling 
silver, engraved with a round cartouche and monogramed, New York c. 1870.   
(Largest piece 19cm at widest x 11cm high)    $5800

A very fine triple strand Akoya pearl choker centering on a c. 1915, Belle Epoque platinum, diamond, onyx and blue zircon detachable 
panel.  Likely to have originally been a brooch pendant, the panel has been incorporated into this fine Akoya pearl choker, whilst remaining 
detachable for the ability to be worn as a pendant. (Length 36cm)   $17,200
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19th. Century Chinese export lacquer sewing box.
China, c. 1870. Chinese Chinoiserie decorated sewing 
box from the Qing dynasty.  The rectangular shaped box 
with scalloped lid has original carry handles and fitted 
interior containing many of the original bone pieces. Gifted 
to Ettie, Dec.7th. 1870.   Overall in very good condition for 
age. (H17 x W38 x D28cm)   $2,800

Victorian oak library table. England, c. 1880.
A lovely proportioned light oak library table with three drawers to each long side. 
Brass drop handles, locks and quality mahogany drawer linings.  The table is 
raised on turned and fluted carved legs terminating with the original porcelain 
castors.  The top is finished with a replaced hand coloured brown leather insert 
which shows all the character of a natural hide.
(H79 [with castor cups] x W183 x D120cm)   $3,400

Graeme has traded in antiques for over 35 years with shops in both 
Armidale, NSW and Ballarat, Victoria and presently operates by 
appointment from his workshop in Ballarat.
Graeme  also exhibits at most city and regional antique fairs throughout 
Australia displaying a variety of furniture ranging from Australian Colonial, 
English Georgian, Regency and Victorian periods.
Through the workshop Graeme also offers a restoration service 
specialising in leather desk replacement with not just the traditional
leather but also a hand coloured leather which gives the aged and worn 
look that is appropriate for period antique furniture.

Graeme Davidson
10/903 Doveton Street
Ballarat VIC 3350 
0408 659 249 
woodshedantiques@bigpond.com

By appointment only

The Woodshed Antiques
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Victorian inlaid burr walnut davenport England, c. 1860.
A fine quality Davenport with superb boxwood inlay. The brass top 
gallery above a two door fitted stationery cupboard.
The slide out drawer has an adjustable leather fitted writing slope. Below 
is a central single cupboard door with shelves behind and the davenport 
is supported on concealed castors   $3,900

Edwardian hand painted and 
inlaid satinwood display cabinet.
England, c. 1900
A fine quality display cabinet with 
two panelled doors flanked by 
bevelled mirrors above two astragal 
glazed doors, lower shelf and raised 
on square legs. The cabinet features 
hand painted panels in the manner 
of Angelica Kauffman [1741-1807] a 
Swiss born Austrian Neoclassical 
painter.  Original fabric lining inside 
with just a few marks in proportion 
to age. (H183 x W112 x D38 cm)
$3,750

18th. Century  Sheraton design mahogany drop leaf Pembroke table.
England, c. 1790. Attractive and practical Pembroke table with 
crossbanded boarder around table top.  The table has a drawer face to 
each end one working and one false drawer both with decoration and 
the original handles . Supported on slender square tapered legs with fine 
string inlay and original brass castors. Fine mellow original patina.    
(H71 x W57 x L68cm)  $1,250
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Liberty of London. Bracelet.
A very delicate and elegant bracelet crafted in 15ct gold and Platinum. 
This piece of Jewellery from one of London’s finest houses of style 
incorporates both Diamonds and natural sapphires.
It is safely housed in its original fitted box.  English.  c. 1910   $10,500

Trevor Hancock
0431 226 343
tcfhancock@hotmail.com

Trinity Antiques; Purveyors of quality jewellery, Australian gold treasures and 
desirable small objects.
Trinity Antiques, formally of Perth and now represented in the Armadale 
Antique Centre, Armadale, Victoria, has a history of identifying and placing 
significant Australian treasures in most National and State based Museums
and Galleries. With a reassessment of  Australian treasures, colonial jewellery 
offers a unique opportunity to enjoy items crafted from Australian gold and 
leave no carbon footprint.

Trinity Antiques

Trevor Hancock 
T: 0431 226 343 
F: 08 9321 8321 
27 Harnham Drive 
Bairnsdale VIC 3875
tcfhancock@hotmail.com

Willis of Melbourne Bangle,
A very delicate piece of jewellery from a 
great Melbourne jewellery manufacturer.
Crafted from Australian 15ct gold, the 
diamonds and seed pearls give added 
elegance. Australian.  c. 1900   $4,950

mailto:tcfhancock@hotmail.com
mailto:tcfhancock@hotmail.com
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J.M.Wendt of  
Adelaide Bangle,
A fine example of early 
Edwardian jewellery crafted in 
Australian 18ct gold.
The use of diamonds with 
highlights of turquoise provide 
both an evening and daytime 
accoutrement from one of the 
nation’s finest jewellers. It is 
presented in its original spring 
box.  Australian.  c. 1900
$12,250

Retro Double Clip Brooch.
This versatile piece of jewellery enables a multitude of creative dressing arrangements.
A great show under candle light or the searing Australian sun at a harbour side luncheon. 
Crafted in platinum, this garden of diamonds is a real treat. English.  c. 1950   $9,600

Brooch
By repute, amethysts ward off the dangers of alcohol abuse.
More importantly they radiate a superb colour. This beautiful example, 
Weighs 12 cts and is surrounded by seed pearls.  It is set in 15ct gold. 
English.  c. 1880   $3,450
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William IV rosewood drop-side occasional table with two drawers, c. 1830.
 (H72.5cm x W79 (with sides up); W49 (with sides down) x D41.5cm)   $2,450

French nineteenth-century Boulle-work bracket 
clock on base, dressed with bronze mounts and 
figured top, c. 1850.  Clock: H80cm x W38cm x 
D18cm) Bracket: (H23x W38 x D20cm)   $12,500

Valentine’s Antique Gallery is one of Australian longest running antique 
businesses, established in 1947 and specialises in fine quality 19th Century 
and early 20th Century Antiques including furniture, porcelain, glassware, 
lamps, boxes, jewellery and decorative items. Also rare and collectible 
Australian Colonial Antiques.

We offer decorating advice, hire of furniture and effects for special events 
such as movies or house sales, as well as restoration services that are 
carried out to the highest standards using traditional methods – enquiries 
are always welcome.
 
Valentine’s Antique Gallery is also a member of the AAADA (Australian Antique 
& Art Dealers Association) and CINOA, which keeps us well-informed with 
any international developments that effect any aspect of the antiques and art 
trade. Valentine’s Antiques incorporating our antiques centre and arts hub are  
proud members of Bendigo Tourism. 

For great places to visit, eat and stay when visiting our great city we 
recommend you visit:  https://www.bendigotourism.com/

Valentine’s Antique Gallery

Peter Valentine 
16-22 View Street
Bendigo VIC 3550 
03 54437279
0418 511 626
peter@valentinesantiques.com.au
www.valentinesantiques.com

mailto:peter@valentinesantiques.com.au
http://www.valentinesantiques.com
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Superb French nineteenth-century rosewood Boulle-work writing 
slope (including key), Tahan, Paris, c.1870.  (H20 x W32 x D38cm)   
$4,500

Outstanding Italian 
nineteenth-century 
sculpted marble figure 
of a young boy standing 
on an ornately carved 
and turned green marble 
pedestal, Pietro Bazzanti 
(1847-1881), Florence, 
Italy, c. 1870. Pedestal: 
(H99 x W49 x D39cm) 
Figure: H107cm   $35,000 
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Wallrocks specialise in fine 18th & 19th century European antique furniture.  
Established for over 45 years and with a significant family history in antiques 
which dates back to the early 1920s, Wallrocks are highly trusted purveyors of 
stunning antique pieces that range from French Provincial, Louis XV and XVI, 
Regency, French Empire and more.
 
Our antiques are selected specifically for their quality, design and craftsmanship 
and Wallrocks guarantees the authenticity of our entire collection.  
We understand the difficulties of buying online. As such we invest in the safe 
delivery of our furniture all over Australia and personally pack our antiques. Should 
our pieces arrive and are not as we’ve described we provide a 100% refund. 

Jessica Wallrock 
21 Crosby Road, Albion
Brisbane QLD 4010 
07 3862 2253
0407 590 977
jessica@wallrocks.com.au
www.wallrocks.com.au

Wallrocks

Pair of French Inlaid Semainier Cabinets
A very fine 19th century serpentine pair of French inlaid semainier cabinets or chests, both with 
the original marble tops supported on a cross-banded and ormolu canted frieze. One cabinet 
has seven sycamore and satinwood inlaid serpentine drawers flanked by a pair of shaped quarter 
veneered panelled sides, the other with three false inlaid drawers that open to reveal a leather 
writing slide and fitted interior of five drawers and a shelf above four serpentine drawers all 
embellished with original ormolu mounts. c. 1860. (H1210 x W880 x D390mm)   $38,500

Antique Hall Lantern
An exceptional 19th century French 
ormolu lantern, the finely cast 
ormolu upright supported between 
four beautifully detailed out-swept 
arms and glass sides. c.1880.                     
(H1470mm x Diameter 470mm)           
$24,400
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English Antique Marquetry End Table
A fine 19th century English antique marquetry 
occasional table, the original oval marble top 
with ormolu moulding above a finely inlaid floral 
marquetry frieze, further decorated with finely 
cast ormolu oak leaves and acorns, supported 
on four solid mahogany tapering fluted legs 
joined by an inlaid scrolling crossbanded 
stretcher and terminating in four turned feet.   
c. 1880. (H750 x W400 x D310mm)  $4,800

Exceptional 19th Century French Louis XV Gilded Oval Mirror
An exceptional 19th century French Louis XV gilded oval mirror, the central original 
mirror bordered by pierced carvings embellished with flowers, cherubs and leaves 
– an exceptional quality mirror of substantial proportions. Provenance: This piece 
is from the private collection of one of Brisbane’s finest heritage listed homes, 
Windermere House, Ascot. Originally built and owned by James Sutherland in the 
late 1880’s, it has since been owned by several prominent Brisbane families.  
c. 1860.  (H2050 x  W1560mm)    $24,400

Pair Mid 19th Century French Commodes
A pair of large mid 19th century French decorated walnut commodes. The original moulded marble tops, above a frieze carved with flutes and 
flowers above a pair of finely carved and moulded drawers centred by a quiver of arrows with ribbons and flowers, enclosing a cupboard with a 
shelf, and flanked by a pair of fluted columns topped with capitols carved with acanthus leaves, supported on similarly fluted and carved legs. 
These solid walnut commodes have been later decorated, and are well made with a birds-eye maple panel on the back of each of the doors.  
c. 1850.  (H1010 x W1410 x D620mm)   $44,250
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Warwick Oakman 
30 Bridge St 
Richmond TAS 7025 
0439 990 854
warwickoakman@bigpond.com 
www.warwickoakman.com

Open: Daily 10am to 4pm
Closed Tuesdays

Fine quality 18th & 19th century English and European furniture and 
decorative arts, Australian furniture and decorative arts 1820 - 1970, with 
an emphasis on originality and the unusual. Warwick Oakman is a third 
generation dealer in antiques and Commonwealth Government Approved 
Valuer, Cultural Gifts Scheme.  

Warwick  advises the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery on Colonial 
Furniture and art,  Allport Library and Museum of  
Fine Arts, Tasmanian National Trust and Port Arthur Historic Site.  
His clients include local, State and National Galleries and private collectors. 
For daily updates, follow on instagram @warwickoakmanantique

Warwick Oakman Antiques

Gillows 1765 model Bureau
An untouched George III period bureau 
with original interior ‘prospect’, with clam 
shell carved door, gilded lead Corinthian 
columns & five secret compartments. A 
near identical example, signed & dated 
1765 illustrated in Susan E Stuart’s Gillows 
of Lancaster & London 1730 – 1840. Made 
of lead heavy Cuban mahogany. Original 
handles, locks, keys, feet & dry waxed 
surface finish. UK. c. 1760.   
(H107 x W122 x D55cm)   $6,600

The album of Robin Lloyd Hood 
(1828 - 1916)  lithographer & framer 
of Elizabeth St Hobart. Capturing the 
zeitgeist of Colonial Hobart, with prints 
& watercolours of the Battle of the Nile, 
Trafalgar, ‘sublime’ views, Mandarins in 
watercolour & luxurious Victorian canines. 
Signed in ink to inside cover. Provenance:  
The family of Louisa Anne Meredith.
36 double sided leaves.    
(H31cm x W46cm x D6cm)   $2,750

WARWICK 
O A K M A N 
ANTIQUES

http://www.warwickoakman.com
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Regency ‘zebrawood’ writing cabinet. 
An English Regency Zebrawood (calamander), ebony and ormolu mounted 
Grecian writing cabinet / bookcase. The interior lined in West Indian satinwood 
& ebony, with original ormolu inkwells & keys,  on concealed revolving casters.
Reasonably by the London maker, George Oakley (1773-1841). A related  
example in the Victoria & Albert Museum, London. UK. c. 1810. Provenance: 
Wedgwood family.  (H162 x W79 x D49cm)  $23,000.

Regency Zoomorphic Armchair 
A rare English Regency period drawing room armchair, carved 
with lion heads to the arms and seat rails, on zoomorphic legs. 
With original pen-work decoration and lacquered brass mounts. 
In bronzed & gilt carved beech with  original horse hair stitched 
upholstery base. From a design by Thomas Sheraton published in 
his Cabinet Maker & Upholsterer’s Drawing Book, London, 1802 
(H 87cm x W62cm D x 62cm) UK origin.  c. 1805   $8,500

A Nuremberg  Gilt Copper Mounted Coconut Cup c. 1580 
In gilt lacquered copper, with the original finely patinated 
coconut shell. Coconut was prized not only because of its 
exoticism, but also for its purported medical properties. 
Coconut milk alleviated, among other things, tapeworm, 
fever, kidney and bladder afflictions and served as an 
aphrodisiac as well. The nut’s shell was rumoured to possess 
the ability to reveal poisons. This particular attribute of 
the fruit of the coconut palm predetermined its use as the 
cup element in drinking vessels. The design of this superb 
standing cup, with lion & lambrequin straps, and a rim of titled 
portraits is typical of southern Germany in the second half of 
the sixteenth century. (H.23cm)   $4,400

WARWICK 
O A K M A N 
ANTIQUES
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Harvey Wilkins
Carol Wilkins
119 High Street
Avoca VIC 3467 
03 5465 3406
0412 949 721
hwilkins@optusnet.com.au 
www.westburyantiques.com.au

By appointment only

Specialising in English period oak, country and town furniture and decorative 
items from the 17th, 18th and early 19th Centuries.
Westbury Antiques was founded in 1983 at Burke Road, Hawthorn and then 
Bourke Street, Melbourne CBD and is presently celebrating thirty years of 
membership of the Australian Antique & Art Dealers Association.  
Eleven years ago we relocated to Avoca, Victoria which is situated in the 
Pyrenees wine growing area 180 kilometres from Melbourne. The name 
Westbury is taken from the owners’ ancestral links to Westbury in Wiltshire UK.
Australian Customs inspector for the importation of antiques.

English rare standing livery or (food) cupboard with pierced door 
panels for the ventilation of food. The original shelf inside is also 
pierced with holes. English. c. 1655 (H120 x W86 x D50cm)   $3,000

Oak Bureau. Small early 18th Century oak bureau with a finely 
fitted interior, secret drawers.  A central well with sliding cover and 
architecturally detailed interior. Very original condition including the 
hardware. English. c. 1730 (H97 x  W78(2’7”) x  D50cm)   $2,500 

Westbury Antiques
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Windsor Chairs
Closely matched set of six low back Windsor chairs in ash and elm with cow horn shaped stretchers, probably Nottinghamshire.  English. c. 1825 
(Back H93: Seat  H45 x W56 x D38cm)    $6,000 the set

Georgian Elm Wall Hanging Plate Rack
An attractive Georgian elm wall hanging rack for the display of pewter, Delft 
plates etc. Superb colour and patination.  English. c. 1760  
(H103 x W115 - including pediment x D15cm)    $2,800

Charles II Oak Coffer
English, Charles II oak panelled coffer with chanel moulded 
muntins and stiles.  The front panels carved with lozenges 
below a lunette carved frieze. Interior with candlebox and a 
working lock.  Old paper lining in bottom with arithmetical 
additions. Retains the original ring hinges. English. c. 1670 
(H69 x W143 x D54cm)   $2,400
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  NEW SOUTH WALES

69 John St
Abbott’s Antiques
Advance Australiana Antiques
Alan Landis Antiques
Ancanthe
Anne Schofield Antiques
Antique Print Map Room
Au Lion Des Neiges/Tibetan Art
Ben Stoner Antiques Conservation & Restoration
Charles Aronson OAM. Life member
Chilton’s Antiques & Jewellery
Christopher Day Gallery
D. G. Barsby Antiques
Day Gallery
Elizabeth Kwan Vintage and Fine Jewellery
Fellia Melas Gallery
Fritz Lintner Antiques
Grafton Galleries
Greene & Greene Antiques
Greengrass Antiques
Hordern House Rare Books, Manuscripts & Paintings
Hunters & Collectors Antiques
I. & B. Perryman Oriental Carpets
Janet Niven
Josef Lebovic Gallery
Justin Miller Art
Lee Hardcastle Antiques
Merchant of Welby, The
Nerilee Antiques
Nomadic Rug Traders
Ophir Jewels
Paintings Drawings Prints 
Reflections Antiques
Simpson’s Antiques
Victoria and Albert

  QUEENSLAND

Hind’s Antiques. Emeritus member
Lynzay Antiques
The Antique Guild
The Find Antiques
Turn o’ the Century
Wallrocks

  WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Brans Antiques & Art

DIRECTORY OF AAADA DEALER MEMBERS

Click on this link aaada.org.au/members/ to access further details about each of the
following members, including contact details, websites, items for sale, dealing categories.

   SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Lobethal Curios and Collectors Gallery
Megaw and Hogg Antiques. Emeritus member
Peter Walker Fine Art
Tusmore Antiques

  TASMANIA

Evandale Antiques
Grange Antiques
J. B. Hawkins Antiques. Life member
Lauder & Howard Antiques
Leven Antiques
Mariners Cottage
Walter & Co
Warwick Oakman Antiques

  VICTORIA 

Antiquarian
Antique & Unique Jewels
Anton Venoir Interiors
B.C. Galleries Ancient & Tribal Art
Behruz Studio
Chineur Antiques
Douglas Stewart Fine Books Pty Ltd
Eaglemont Antiques. Life member
Edward Clark Antiques
Graham Geddes Antiques
Imogene Antique & Contemporary Jewellery
John D. Dunn Antiques Pty Ltd 
John Furphy. Life member
Kazari Collector
Lafite Fine Silver
Lauraine Diggins Fine Art
Mary Titchener Antique Jewels
Moorabool Antique Galleries
Page Antiques
Pentimento Pty Ltd
Roy’s Antiques Pty Ltd
Rutherford
Snook & Company Antique Dealers
Trinity Antiques
Valentine’s Antique Gallery
Virtanen Antiques
Westbury Antiques
Woodshed Antiques
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DIRECTORY OF AAADA APPROVED 
SERVICE PROVIDER MEMBERS
Click on this link aaada.org.au/services/ to access further details about the following 
approved services members including service categories, contact details, websites. 

    ANTIQUE JEWELLERY,  
GOLD & SILVER RESTORATION

Chilton’s Antiques and Jewellery (NSW)
Palloys (NSW)
Paragon Restoration Pty Ltd (VIC)
W. J. Sanders & Company Pty Limited (NSW)

   ART HANGING SERVICES

Hanging Around Art Hanging Service (NSW)

   CARPET, RUG & TEXTILE CONSERVATION

Behruz Studio (VIC)
Nomadic Rug Traders (NSW)
Persian Carpet Repair and Restoration Co (NSW)
RugWash (QLD)
The Rug Experts (NSW)

   CLOCK & WATCH RESTORATION

About Time for Clocks (NSW)

    CUSTOMS AGENTS, FREIGHT  
FORWARDING, REMOVALISTS & PACKERS 

Grace Fine Art (NSW)

   FINE ARTS CONSERVATION & RESTORATION

David Stein and Co Pty Ltd (NSW)
International Conservation Services Pty Ltd (NSW)
Lauraine Diggins Fine Art (VIC)

   FURNITURE RESTORATION &  
   CONSERVATION

Adam Hart’s Antique Furniture Restoration (NSW)
Ben Stoner Antiques Conservation and Restoration (NSW)
Courtois Antiques/ Restoration (NSW)
GN Olsson Mastercraftsmen gnolsson.com Brisbane, Gold 
Coast and Sunshine Coast (QLD)
International Conservation Services Pty Ltd (NSW)
Patinations Conservation Services Pty Ltd (NSW)

   GILDING, FRAMING & GILT RESTORATION

GN Olsson Mastercraftsmen gnolsson.com Brisbane,  
   Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast (QLD)
International Conservation Services Pty Ltd (NSW)

   INSURANCE

Aon Risk Services Australia Limited (NATIONAL)

   VALUERS & CONSULTANTS

Adam Galleries (VIC)
Antiquarian (VIC)
B.C. Galleries (VIC)
Barry R Garside (WA)
Behruz Studio (VIC)
ByJoel (VIC)
Chilton’s Antiques & Jewellery (NSW)
Christopher Day Gallery (NSW)
Dillee Art Consultants (VIC)
Fritz Lintner Antiques (NSW)
Hind’s Antiques (QLD)
Lauraine Diggins Fine Art (VIC)
Look Art Consulting (VIC)
McWilliam and Associates Pty Ltd (VIC)
McWilliam and Associates Pty Ltd (NSW)
Robert Williams Consultancy (NSW)
Sue Hewitt Fine Art Consultant (NSW)

   DECORATIVE ARTS & 
   COLLECTORS SOCIETIES

The Australiana Society Inc (NATIONAL)
The Ceramic Collectors Society (NSW)
The Furniture History Society (Australasia) Inc (NATIONAL)
The Silver Society of Australia Inc (NATIONAL)
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Buying with Confidence

1a.  All goods to be sold to the public by Association members shall have a label or ticket attached to or immediately 
adjacent to the item in question.

1b.  Such labels or tickets must give as much reasonable information as possible about the goods and this shall 
normally include such detail as:

            * The full price
            * A circa date of manufacture (or the actual year if hallmarked or dated)
            * The material (eg. walnut, bronze, etc.)
            * The maker's mark or artist's name if relevant/known
            * Any major restoration or later additions
            * If reproduction
1c.  Where this is undesirable or impractical for security or other grounds the full price shall be written on a price list or 

in a stock book, with a full description to  identify the article, and is available at all times during business hours for 
inspection by the public on request. N.B. in the case of lc, there shall be a prominent notice stating: Written prices 
of all goods offered for sale may be examined on request by members of the public.

2.  The member shall not attempt to confuse or mislead the customer or falsely describe any of the goods he/she 
offers for sale or seeks to purchase. He/she shall in all respects comply with the provisions of the Australian Trade 
Practices Act and/or any State legislation of a particular nature.

3.  Description details as indicated on the label and as offered verbally shall be written on a proper invoice which shall 
state the name, address and telephone number of the member and date of the transaction.

4.  Members shall accept responsibility for descriptions of items given to members of the public by their staff. Staff 
must be appraised of all the requirements of the Association’s Code of Practice.

5. Members shall not make unsolicited visits to private domestic premises.
6. Members shall apply standards of fair dealing equally to the public, members or non members.
7.  Members have no authority to act on behalf of or speak for the Association, save insofar as expressly authorised 

by the Executive.
8.  Members shall not state or imply that membership of the Association is a guarantee of authenticity of any article 

offered for sale or that membership entitles them to any special standing insofar as authentication of articles is 
concerned. Responsibility for all claims or statements as to the authenticity lies solely with the member.

9.  Professional valuations carried out by members (ie for a fee) shall be provided in writing, signed and dated, and 
worded to indicate clearly their purpose ie. for Insurance (replacement value) or for Probate (market value) in      
accordance with the guidelines set down from time to time by the Association.

10.  Members are required to co-operate to the best of their ability with customer protection agencies (eg. the police, 
trading standards authorities).

11.  Members shall at all times seek to advance the professional reputation and standing of the Association by acting 
in an honourable fashion and by promoting the knowledge and understanding of Antiques and Fine Arts within the 
Australian community.

 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
- All prices quoted are $AUD and include GST.
- Note no buyers premium.
- Purchases, plus cost of delivery are to be negotiated directly with the relevant dealer.
- Circa (c.): defined in this catalogue as approximately 10 years either side of the recorded date.
- Condition report - contact dealer and refer to the AAADA code of practice above.
- GST is not applicable to exported items but these items may be liable to import taxes in the 
   country they are being imported to.
- The Australian country call code is +61

THE AUSTRALIAN 
ANTIQUE & ART DEALERS 
ASSOCIATION 
 
CODE OF PRACTICE


